The Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI): Celebrating 10 years of medical innovations

Agenda

27.06.2018 · European Commission, Charlemagne building, De Gasperi Room, 170 Rue de la Loi, 1049-Brussels · Belgium

13:00 – 14:00 Registration

14:00 – 16:15 Plenary

14:00 – 14:10 Carry The Torch
Maxine Mawhinney - Introduction to the event

14:10 – 14:25 Europe’s partnership for health
- Jean-Eric Paquet, Director-General, DG Research and Innovation, European Commission
- Jean-Christophe Tellier, Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the Executive Committee, UCB

14:25 – 14:40 Driving medical innovation through Public Private Partnerships
- Michel Goldman, Founder and co-director of the Institute for Interdisciplinary Innovation in Healthcare (I³h), former IMI Executive Director
- Pierre Meulien, Executive Director, IMI
- Emmanuel Hanon, Senior Vice President, Head of Vaccine Discovery & Development, GSK Bio
- Jonathan Knowles, PhD, Professor, Board member, Herantis Pharma

14:40 – 14:50 Better patient outcomes in diabetes
Featuring: BEAT-DKD, RHAPSODY, SUMMIT
- Leif Groop, Lund University, IMI diabetes projects
- Jochen Maas, R&D and Managing Director, Sanofi Germany

14:50 – 15:00 The right treatment for the right patient in asthma
Featuring: U-BIOPRED
- Scott Wagers, Life sciences open innovation catalyst, BioSci Consulting
- Val Hudson, Director BV HUDSON consulting Ltd, patient representative

15:00 – 15:20 The value of public-private collaboration
- Wolfgang Burtscher, Deputy Director-General, DG Research and Innovation, European Commission
- Arjen Brussaard, Scientific Director, Amsterdam Neuroscience
- Claire Giry, Deputy Director-General, Inserm
- Paul Stoffels, Executive Vice President, Chief Scientific Officer, Johnson & Johnson
- Corinne de Vries, Head of Science and Innovation Support, European Medicines Agency
15:20 – 15:30  Relieving the pain – what matters to patients?
Featuring: Europain
- Jordi Serra, Chief Scientific Officer, Neuroscience Technologies – SME
- Mark Fladrich, Chief Commercial Officer, Grünenthal Group

15:30 – 15:35  The many faces of autism
Featuring: EU-AIMS
- Will Spooren, Head Behavioural Pharmacology and Preclinical Imaging, Hoffmann-La Roche

15:35 – 15:45  Patients empowered
Featuring: EUPATI
- Lara Bloom, International Executive Director, Ehlers-Danlos Society

15:45 – 16:15  A decade of breakthroughs: from input to impact
Moderated by Pierre Meulien
- Teresa Riera Madurell, Rapporteur for H2020 and IMI2 Regulations
- Carlos Moedas, European Commissioner for Research, Science and Innovation
- Stefan Oschmann, Chairman of the Executive Board & Chief Executive Officer, Merck

16:15 – 18:00  Exhibition visit and networking cocktail

Demonstration islands
EBOLA: still confronting an epidemic
*Mobina, EbolaModRad, EBOVAC, EBODAC*
- Anneleen Vuchelen, Project Manager, Johnson & Johnson Global Public Health
- Annik Willems, Project Lead, Johnson & Johnson Global Public Health
- Ali Mirazimi, Coordinator, Public Health Agency of Sweden
- Pascal Mertens, R&D Director, Coris BioConcept
- Markus Hess, head of R&D, Altona Diagnostics GmbH
- Thomas Ullrich, Project Manager, Abbott

Safety goes digital
WEB-RADR
- Phil Tregunno, Signal Management Unit Manager, MHRA

Patients driving research
EUPATI and PARADIGM:
- Matthias Gottwald, Head R&D Policy and Networking, Bayer Pharma

Patient reported outcomes in COPD
ProACTIVE
- Thierry Troosters, professor, University of Leuven
- Solange Rohou, Director Regulatory Affairs, AstraZeneca
Detecting early signals of dementia
MOPEAD:
- Adrián Rodrigo Salas, Business Solutions - Smart Health, GMV

From treating symptoms to treating disease
AETIONOMY:
- Phil Scordis, Director Translational Bioinformatics, UCB
- Martin Hofmann-Apitius, Head of Department Bioinformatics, Fraunhofer SCAI
- Daniel Domingo Fernandez, Fraunhofer SCAI

Enabling real time personalised medicine in mental health and neurology
RADAR CNS
- Matthew Hotopf, King’s College London

Presentation islands

Environmentally friendly manufacturing
CHEM21
- John Whittall, Research Exploitation Manager, CoEBio3

Hunting for new antimicrobials
New Drugs for Bad Bugs
- Hasan Jafri, Clinical Lead, Serious Bacterial Infections, MedImmune

Fighting against Alzheimer's dementia
EPAD
- Serge Van der Geyten, Director Neuroscience External Affairs, Janssen

Accelerating innovation
European Lead Factory to ENABLE,
- Christopher Schofield, Head of Organic Chemistry, University of Oxford

Non-invasive cancer detection
Cancer-ID
- Thomas Schlange, Senior Biomarker Expert, Bayer

Redefining and better treatment of autoimmune diseases
PRECISESADS:
- John Ioannou, Director Clinical Sciences Rheumatology, UCB
- Marta Alarcón Riquelme, Head of Medical Genomics, University of Granada